The problem dealt with in this dissertation is that of finding conditions under which the residue field of a local algebra R over a field K can be Imbedded in R in such a way that the imbedded field contains K.
If R is an algebra over K we understand that R is a com mutative ring with identity containing a subring K that Is a field and the identity of K is the identity of R. If R is a local algebra we understand that R is a local ring. By a local ring we mean a commutative ring with Identity in which the non-units form an ideal, N. It is not assumed that R is <?0 Noetherian, but only that 3.^" = (0) . If there is some positive integer 7\ such that N* = (0), then R is said to be a primary local ring.
The field K, over which R is a local algebra, is assumed to have characteristic p 0) which is equal to the charac teristic of the residue field R/N. It is also assumed that R/N is a pure inseparable extension of the image of K under the natural homomorphism <p .
Chapter II is an investigation of the structure of a pure inseparable extension F of a field K with characteristic p / 0. In this investigation the interrelationships of p-bases of F and K and a set of generators of F| K are studied.
Chapter III gives some rather restrictive conditions under which the field R/N = F has an Isomorphic image in R that contains K. It is shown that if R Is a primary local algebra, N ^ = ( 0), then R has such a subfield if F has a finite set of generators over <^(K), if cp(K) has a p-basis Y such that YQ (F -F p ) is p-independent in F, and if a cer tain Invariant integer, e n , of F is such that p 6n ^ > . Re sults of Narlta (3) are used in this connection and also in a brief examination of the case in which R is a complete local algebra.
II. UNSHRINKABLE SETS AND p-INDEPENDENCE IN PURE INSEPARABLE EXTENSIONS A. Preliminary Considerations
Throughout this dissertation F will denote a field of characteristic p 4 0 that is a pure Inseparable extension of a field K. For any subset L of F we will denote by L p the set consisting of the elements of L raised to the p-th powerIt can be shown that F^ is a field Isomorphic to F under the mapping f-»-f p , f£ F. It is assumed that jé F, and F P C K, e the exponent of F over K.
For every element a in F there is then a least non-
negative Integer f a such that ar is in K. The integer f a will be referred to as the exponent of a over K. The expo nent of a over an arbitrary subfield L that contains some power of a is defined analogously.
A finite set of elements x 1# Xg, ..., x n of a subfield L of F is said to be p-independent in L if the p n monomials x^Xg2.. . x *n (o iB ij < p) are linearly independent over if. An arbitrary subset S of L is said to be p-independent in L if every finite subset of L is p-independent in L. A subset S is said to be a p-basis of L if S is p-independent in L and if L = L P (S). It can be shown, as in Zariskl and Samuel (6) , that p-bases of F exist and that any two p-bases of the same field have the same cardinal number. This number is referred to as the degree of imperfection of the field. It can be shown, as in Becker and MacLane (l) , that if the degree of FIF P is finite, then [F:F P ] = p m where the exponent m is the Imperfection degree of F.
In a discussion of p-independence and p-bases of a field F it is convenient to define a mapping ef on subsets of F into subsets of F as follows: if A is any subset of F then <f(A) = F P (A). It can easily be shown that the mapping <Ç satisfies the following five axioms in which X and Y are subsets of F:
(A x ) If XCY, then f(X)Ccf(I).
( Ag) If x F and X a subset of F such that x e cp(X), then there exists a finite subset X z of X such that x g <j0(X' ).
(Ag) For every subset X of F we have X c <^(X) .
(A4) For every subset X of F we have <p( <p(X) ) = (X) .
(A 5 ) If y e <f(X, x) and y £ , then x £ <^(X, y).
We will use L(X, x) to denote the field obtained by the adjunc tion of the set X U fx} to a field L. If and Lg are sub sets of F and LgCL^, then -Lg will be used to denote the complement of Lg in L%; we will also write this as L^^c (Lg) where c(Lg) denotes the complement of Lg in F. In case Lg = {x} we will also write L^ -x for L 1 -fx}.
A subset S of F is said to be free with respect to cp (or simply "free") when for every x g S it follows that x 4 f (S -x). Using axiom (Ap) it is easy to see that S is free if and only if every finite subset of S is free. Zariski and Samuel (6) show that S is p-independent in F if and only if S is free.
Axiom (A 5 ) above is referred to as the exchange property.
This may be stated in a slightly more general form: Let L be a subfield of F, Sa subset of F, x e L, y € F. If y ^lP(S)
and y e L P ( S, x), then x e L p (S, y). The proof of axiom (Ag) on page 129 of Zariski and Samuel ( 6) carries over to a proof of the preceding statement. Another exchange property that will be used frequently in the sequel is given by the follow ing theorem and corollaries.
Theorem 1. If x and y are in F, y«j.K, ygK(x), then f x g K(y) or yg K(xP ) where f is the exponent of x over K(y).
Proof. From the assumptions we have the equation
where n = p e -1 and b^e K. The left member of (l) is a polynomial in x over K(y). If the degree is less than p, then x is separable over K(y) and hence x e K(y) since x is also pure inseparable over K(y) . Let us assume then that the degree is not less than p and delete from the left member of (l) all proper subsets (not containing y) of terms whose sum is zero. The resulting equation then has the form
where S is a subset of {0,1, ..., p e -l]. Let = p i + r^, 0 ^ r^ < p, and put a = x p so x Cr_i = a^^-x 1 * 1 . After we collect like powers of x equation (2) has the form c x 1 -y = 0,
o^T where T is a subset of ^0,1, ..., p -1J, and the coeffi cients, c o< i ' a r e l n • If the left member of (3) is not the zero polynomial then x is separable over K(y, x p ), which implies that xg.K(y, x P ) . In this case K(y, x p ) = K(y, x) and therefore x is separable over K(y), which implies that x fcK(y). Assume then that the left member of (3) is the zero polynomial. The term that does not contain x is
where v^ is 0"^ divided by p and S 1 is a subset of ^0, p, 2p, . , p e -p"j-. Since we assumed that no proper subset of the left member of (2) sums to zero we have a contradiction unless S' -S . That is, unless ygK(x^).
If x 4&(y) there is then a least positive integer r such that y £ K(x pZ *) = KtxP 1 ** 1 , *P r ) and y ^ K(x pr+1 ) . If in the r r+1 preceding argument we replace x by x p and K by K(x p ) we r r+ X r+ i i*+1 obtain the conclusion x p e K(x p . y) or y e K(x p , x p ). r+1 r r+1 Since y^K (x p ) by assumption, we have x p 6 K(x p , y). r+1 I» From this we obtain K(x p , y) = K(x p , y) which implies r r that x p is separable over K(y) and thus x p e K(y) since p x p Is also pure inseparable over K(y). Obviously fér, so we have the desired result. Proof. Since K(x p6 , x pg+1 ) = K(x pg ), x p ®e K(x pg+ , y) or _g+l g+f g y e K(x p , x p ) where f is the exponent of x p over K(x p6+1 , y)• Since y \ K(x p8 ), x p6 6 K(x pS , y). That is, g+1 g nr K(x p , y) = K(x p , y), which implies that x p is separable g over K(y). Since x p is also pure Inseparable over K(y), g x p s K(y). Now K(y) / K(y p ), for otherwise yeK. Assume f f that x p e K(y p ) . It follows that K(x p )GK(y p ), which gives y e K(y p ) and K(y) = K(y p ). By the usual argument yeK, which is a contradiction.
To generalize the concept of p-independent elements we make the following definition in which f is an arbitrary posi tive Integer. A finite set of elements x^, x g , ..., x n of F is said to be p f -independent in F if the p nf monomials x^xg 2 .
• .x^n(0é ij^ p f -1) are linearly independent over F pf .
An arbitrary subset S of F is said to be p f -independent In F if every finite subset of S is p f -independent in F. We define a mapping cr on the subsets of F as follows: if S is a subset t of S, cT(s) = F p (S). A subset S of F is said to be free with respect to cr when for every x£ S it follows that x ^ 0*(S -x) . It is easily seen that the mapping cr satisfies the first four axioms mentioned previously. If in Theorem 1 f we take for K the field F p (S) we obtain a weaker version of axiom (A 5 ). It is natural to ask if a subset S of F is free with respect to cr if end only if S is p^-independent in F.
We will give a partial answer to this question in the follow ing two paragraphs.
Let T = [x-p Xg, ..., x n J, x^ s F. Assume T is not free f with respect to cr . We then have x n e FP (x^, x g , . .., x^_^), rearranging subscripts If necessary. Since the x^'s are f algebraic over FP this means that x n may be written as some f polynomial in x^, xg, ..., x n-1 with coefficients In FP .
We have then x n -g(x^, ..., x n _j) = 0 which means that the set T is not p f -independent in F. It is easily seen that a subset S is free with respect to cr if and only if every finite subset of S is free with respect to cr . Hence if S is p -independent, then S is free with respect to cr .
Let T be the set of the preceding paragraph and assume that T is free with respect to cr . Assume that «e i a « x i 1 4 2 ---x n n = (4) where I is a subset of the set of all n-tuples, {( i]_, ig, .. • , i n )} , in which 0 <; 1 j < p*". The monomial has the coefficient a^ where <* = (i^, . i n ) . f We assume that the coefficients a^ are in FP and we mayassume that ij = 0 in some summand for j = 1, 2, n.
Also we may assume that no proper subset of the summands has a sum equal to zero. Let denote the exponent of x^ over F p (T -x^) . Put a i = x^® 1 and Kj, = F p6 (T -x^ ), 1 = 1, 2, n. Let k be some integer, l^k^n. Every expo nent i k can be written as 1^ = p 8^t k + r k , 0 ^ r k <p®^. In every term of the left member of (4) replace x^ by a^kx^k.
After collecting terms we have a polynomial in x% of degree less than p^ with coefficients in K^. This must be the zero polynomial since the degree of x% over K k is p^k. The term that does not involve x^ consists of the sum of the terms in (4) in which the exponent on x^ is a multiple of p^k. There is at least one such term since we assumed ij = 0 in at least one term for j = 1, 2, n. Since no proper subset of terms has a sum equal to zero we conclude that rv = 0 for every exponent 1% of x%. It follows then that every exponent of Xj in (4) is a multiple of p 8 J, j = 1, 2, n. We Unless indication is made to the contrary, it is assumed that M is unshrinkable with respect to K. With this restric tion on M it is easy to see that M is p-independent in F.
implies that x is separable over K(M -x) which in turn implies that x £ K(M -x) since x is pure inseparable over -x) . With our restriction on M this is a contradiction so we conclude that M is p-independent in F. It is clear that in this case no element of M is in F P .
We will assume that K Is not contained in F p and will denote by J the field Kfl (M -Xj +^) . This is a contradiction since M is assumed to be unshrinkable with respect to K.
Corollary. If M" £ M -x and f is the exponent of x f over K(M'), then xP ^.kP(M'). Proof. Let = K(x 1} x^), and let e^ be the exponent of x i over K 1 _^, a i = x p 1 , for i = 1, 2, ..., n.
K 0 we will understand to be K. We will first show that if a^ eY, then W^ = [y -a^, x-jJ is a p-basis of K^. Clearly
is separable over K and hence in K since x^ is also pure We next state and prove some facts concerning p-bases and unshrinkable sets. These will be stated as lemmas, some of which will have application in the proof of the next theorem on the existence of a p-basis of K with a subset G-' such that MUG-' is a p-basis of F. In case M is finite we know that any p-basis of K has such a subset by the theorem just proved.
Before proceeding we note that if L is a subfield con taining K then K(1 L p is of course a field and is in fact the p-th power of another subfield that contains K. This is easily seen by considering the mapping k p -k for k e KOiP. . This is a contradiction so we have established that G' is unshrinkable with respect to F P (M).
By Lemma 5, MUG 1 is p-independent in F and the proof is com plete .
We will collect together in the next theorem several facts concerning the sets G, H, and M that are easily obtained from the preceding material. It is assumed that Y = GUH is a p-basis of K constructed in such a fashion that J = K P (H) and the set H was extended to Y as in Lemma 6.
Since k 4 K P we may assume k ^p( g^, ..., g r _i) and k&K p (gi, ..., g p ) for some elements g^ £ G. This implies gpGK^(g^, gp_%, k) ; that is, g r £ J ( G -gp). But this is a contradiction since G was constructed unshrinkable with respect to J = K P (H) = KOF p .
(Equivalently, we may say that G was constructed p-independent in J p .) Hence ke K p and we have established (l). If k 6 K P (G) and k^K p then k 4-J by (l) and consequently k e K(1 c(F p ) . To establish (3) let keKftc(F p ). By Lemma 3, k $ F p ( M) so the Intersection Is empty. Assume k £ F p ( M) (~lK p ( G-) and k 4 . By (l) k iK P (H) and k is therefore in K(lc(F p ).
But in this case k4 F P (M) by (3) and the proof is complete.
If the elements of K -J are well-ordered and a set G is constructed (by the method of Lemma 4) that is p-inde pendent in K, it is perhaps not the case that if this set G is extended to Y = GLlH the set H is such that J = K P (H).
We can however make the following observation. If G is p-
we have a 4K P (H, g x , ..., g g-1 ) and atK p (H, g l , g g ) unshrinkable with respect to Since J 0 -K p , is p-independent in K; by Lemma 5, %UHg is also p-independent in K. We see that we may continue this argument and obtain n a set H = U H 1 such that H is p-independent in K and 
which contradicts the assumption that GUM is a p-basis of F.
Hence M is unshrinkable with respect to K.
C. G p-Independent in F
In this section we continue to assume that M is unshrink able with respect to K. ¥e assume also that the p-basis Y = G H is constructed so that K P (H) = J. This last restriction is not necessary however in the following theorem. G is unshrinkable with respect to F P (M). M is p-independent in F so GUM is p-independent by Lemma 5. The converse is immediate since every subset of a p-independent set Is p-independent.
In the second paragraph following the proof of Theorem 4 it was indicated that in the case of finite M it is possible n to construct sets in such that J = K*v l_J H^).
The proof of the following theorem will indicate how this might be generalized to a denumerable M. The notation used will be that of the paragraph to which reference was Just made. Since g r €K we may use the exchange property to obtain
contradiction. We may continue this argument and obtain g r £ K P (G -g r , x p )CF p (G -g r ). Hence G is not p-independent in F. If G is not p-independent in F then geF p (G-g) for some g e G. Therefore g e.K p (x^, ..., x^, G -g) and g ^K p (x p , G -g) for some Integer rs= n since G is p-independent in K. Consequently there is some integer q^e r such thst g £ K P (x P , x p^, G -g) and P -Q.+1 g t K(x^, •••* x p , G -g). Using Corollary 2 of Theorem 1
we have x p^& K p (x^, x P _^, G) £% r _i • Hence q>e r and we conclude x p r £ K P ( G, x lf x r-1 ) .
If F is a finite extension of K, Theorem 11 of Pickert (4) states that the imperfection degrees of F and K are equal.
In the case that F|K is finite and the Imperfection degrees are finite we can easily obtain another criterion for the p-independence of G in F. We know from the proof of Theorem 3 that there is a subset G' of G such that G'UM is a p-basls of F. For the number of elements in any set L we will use the notation n( L). If we assume that G le p-independent in F then GUM is a p-basis of F and we have n( G) + n(M) = Corollary. If M* Is p-independent in K, then K P (M*) = J.
n(G) + n(H) . Assume now that n(M) = n(H). Since n(G') + n(M) = n(H) + n( G) we have then n(G') = n( G) and G is pindependent in F. We have shown that G is p-independent in F if and only if n(M) = n(H). It follows Immediately that if H G^ and H Gg are p-beses of K, then G^ is p-independent in F if and only if Gg is p-lndependent
Proof. Take M = M since J = KOF P = K(lK P (M P ) .
E. Transcendence Bases and p-Bases
We will collect together in this section a few easily- (1) xfisKuf 1 , x£*), 
There is then an integer Q such that xj i £ KCX-L, x 1-2 , x^_i) and x® 1 4 K (x 1 , . . ., x 1-2 , x^_^ ).
This implies xÇ^ E K(x 1 , x 1 _ 2 , xÇ i ). Since x ± was selected rather than x^_^ in the ordering we must have q=se^.
By repeated applications of this argument we obtain (4) states that the 1-th exponent (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is the minimum of the first exponents of F over the subfields of F that are (l -l)-fold extensions of K. Let a-p . . ., a n be a minimum-degree ordering of M with minimum-degree exponents e^, e^. The exponent of F over K( a^> a n "]_) is clearly e^. By the theorem just stated we have e n <. e^-By the minimum-degree ordering we have ©n-e n^ hence e n = e^. In the minimum-degree ordering of M we thus could have selected b n for a n . We will assume a n = b n . Now fb-p Proof. Let a&J = KOF p . We have then seK p _^(x P ).
If a 4 K P _]_ there is a positive Integer t such that
by Corollary 2 of Theorem 1. Therefore tie n since K P _i( a) CK n-1 . Put q = p 6 * 1 and assume a K^^x^, ..., x%).
If a 4 K r-2( x r-l' ' " ' then there is some positive integer a i K r-2^xr-l ' x r* X n^ ' As before, we have X r 1 £ K r 2^&' x r' x n^ ' By t h e Previous theorem we can assume that M has a minimum-degree ordering. Therefore t ^.e n since otherwise x r _]_ would have been selected instead of x n in the ordering process. Hence a £ x r-l' ' ' ' ' x n^ * con clude that a eK p (x^, •••, x q ) = K P (M P n ).
A result which will have an application in the following chapter is contained in the next theorem. We assume s p-basis Y = HUG of K, GCc(F p ) as in the preceding sections. Again we assume a canonical set of generators M with exponents e-i, * • * > G . f 6
Theorem 13. JCKP {Qp, M p n ) , f an arbitrary positive integer.
Proof. Put q = p 6n . From the previous theorem we have 2 JcK p (M q ). Since H cJ we have H P CK P (M pq ) and since K = 2 K P (H, G) we also have K p = K p (H p , G p ). Therefore
JCK pr (G p , M q ) . Since K pI * = K P^" ""(H P^, GP*) and HP r c K pr+1 (M qpr ) we have JCKP^(QP, M q ) = K pA+1 (H pr , GP r , GP, M q ) = KP r+1 (GP, M q ). By the induction |« 0 principle we have JCK P (qP, M p n ) for any positive integer f.
Corollary. If G is empty, then KcF p n .
G. Examples
In the following examples Q will denote any perfect field; u, v, w, x, y are understood to be algebraically inde pendent indeterminates over Q,. We recall that Pickert (4) has shown that if F|K is finite then F and K have imperfection degrees that are equal. Also, Becker and -j .scLane ( where a^ = u p , a^ = (u + v p ) P , a 3 = (u + v p + wP) p
In this example M* = £u, u + v p , u + v p + w p^ so K P (M*) = K P (u). We see that v = a P -a P is in Jp -Jj, w = a^ -a p is in J -J2' G = (x, y) is p-independent in F for if we assume x £ F p (y) we obtain a contradiction to the algebraic independence of u, v, w, x, y over Q. j^F: F P ( K)^ = p so M = ag, a 3^ is unshrinkable.
III. IMBEDDING THE RESIDUE FIELD IN THE LOCAL ALGEBRA
It is not true that a local algebra R over a field K always contains a field over K isomorphic to the residue field of R. For an example and a discussion of the imbedding prob lem in the context of algebraic geometry the reader is refer red to page 46 of Chevalley (?.)• A. R a Primary Local Algebra over K Throughout this section it is assumed that R is a primary local algebra over a field K of characteristic p / 0. The radical will be denoted by N, "X will denote its index of nilpotency: N^ = (o). The field R/N, which we assume also has characteristic p, will be denoted by F; will be the natural homomorphism of R onto F and we identify <^(K) with K so (p is the identity map on K. It is also assumed, as in the previous chapter, that F is a pure inseparable extension of K with exponent e over K. The symbols G, H, M, M*, etc., will have the same meanings in this chapter as in the pre ceding. However, we assume that G is p-independent in F.
Lemma 2 of Narita (3) Proof. We know from Theorem 6 that GUM = W is a p-basis of F. F or every x M we can select an element , f f r x e (x) such that x p x = r*P x (f x is the exponent of x over K). G) is of course G. With this choice for the elements from we are assured that G u M* is in F.
If t is an integer such that p^^. X and t -e, then F p is in It was pointed out in the preceding chapter that n(H) = n(M) is equivalent to G p-independent in F, in the case F is a finite extension and the imperfection degrees are finite.
In this finite case the assumptions of the preceding theorem imply that M* is p-independent in K. There are, however, A other conditions that guarantee that an F resulting from Narita's construction contains K.
Theorem 15.
If p* 1 > ">, G p-independent in F, and _h A HcF p ( G, M*), then there exists a field F that contains K.
Proof. By assumption, j^( rfj P Is in K for all r e R. 8 For a given re R, this implies ( rP + n) e K for some n£ N. q _e+q Since n is nilpotent nP =0 for some q and we have r p e K. In the case that the multiplicity of F is finite, say n, it is possible to give another sufficient condition involving the n-th canonical exponent, e n , of F. 0 Theorem 16. If G is p-lndependent in F and p n 5. >>, then Lemma 12. F is a complete set of representative elements for R/N = F.
As
Proof. Let c< e F, cK-> a, s £ F. The element a is the limit of a Cauchy sequence (a n ) . There exists an integer n 0 such that for all n >n 0 , ( a n -a) e. N and therefore 0-^( a n -a) =0-But a n ) = g> n ( ( a n ) ) = cK so we have 9-^( &) = ( a n ) = (X . Proof. We will first show that ^(F) ç F^. Let a c F, a n a and ( a n -a) £ N 1 for n>n 0 (i). Hence a) = ( a m ) for some m>i, say m = i + k. From the definition of the sequence a n , 9 1+^{ 8 i+k^ t F i+k! snd from the construction of F* +1 , cf i 1+1 (F* +1 ) = F*, i£I. Applying Lemma 10 we obtain €F^. Now F* is a complete set of representa tive elements for %/% by construction. (See Narita. 1 s proof concerning primary local rings in the preceding section.)
Since 0^(F) is also a complete set of representative elements of Rj/N^ by Lemma 13, we apply Lemma 11 to obtain 6^(F) = F*. In view of the preceding theorem it is natural to search for conditions under which F* contains . Our attention is thus directed to the restrictions that were imposed to be certain that Narita's F in the primary case contains K. One of these assumptions was that rP^O K = FP^O K for all nonnegative integers g. We will next show that this implies 
